Abstract-Although most of current databases support XML format data, the different interfaces they applied are lack of commonality. An XML exchange system is build by java and the standard SQL. The system includes two virtual platforms. Through the platform of virtual relational database system and the platform of virtual XML database system, the XMLdocument and the relational-data can be exchanged by ignoring the system platform.
. XML is platform independenct, but relies on content. XML is a powerful tool to deal with the structured data in the Internet environment [1] .The XML is widely used in the internet as a data description language because of its self-descriptive Character. We developed a data exchange system to realize two direction of data mapping between XML data and Relational data [2] [3] [4] . Nowadays, different database systems deal with the data format providing by themselves. They do not support data format to each other. This cause many problems when people want to exchange data between different systems or use data from deferent database systems. By using our platform, the data can be exchanged between different databases. For example, the data in the Oracle can be output as XML data, and then the XML data can be imported into SQL Server. Our platform also supports the data exchange between the pure XML file and the relational database systems. It meets a widely demands for data exchange requirement.
In this article, firstly we discuss about the lack of XML support of database systems now. Secondly, we introduce the mapping algorithm between the XML and the relational database system. Thirdly, we show the mapping platform of the two direction mapping. Fourthly, we point out the principle of the system in data mapping. Lastly, we make a conclusion of our works.
II. THE XML INTERFACE IN DATABASE SYSTEM
For the widely use of the XML in the network, many database applications nowadays provide the XML interfaces, ie, SQL Server and Oracle As mentioned before, although many large database systems provide the XML interfaces, the interfaces are different to each other. The lack of commonality cause great difficulties for the heterogeneous database to process the XML data. So it is important to establish a platform independent method to support XML data exchange between different database systems.
The XML interfaces providing by the database systems treat the XML data as simple file. They can not deal with the relations beneath the XML node. Our platform can extract the relation when the XML data are mapped into relational database system. At the same time, the data in the database systems can be mapped into XML data and preserved the relation. We know that the formats of the XML data and the relational data are different. Data mapping from XML to the relational data will be loss. The XML is organized by tree structure. And the relational data is organized by twodimensional table. The key point is building a mapping algorithm between them.
A. The mapping algorithm from the XML data to the relational data
First of all, the XML is not strict in schema. One XML schema may allow different kinds of data organization. At the same time, not all the XML data have the schema file. So before mapping the XML data to the relational data, we need to establish a XML schema. The main algorithm of XML schema modeling is reading the full XML data file and training a model of the XML schema corresponding to the file [5] . Secondly, we create a XML2DB algorithm to realize the mapping from XML schema to the relational schema. The attribute of the XML schema is mapping to the column of a table. The node in different layer of XML schema is mapping into different table. The parent and the son node are represented by the relation of the table [6] . Lastly, all the data in the XML will be mapped into relational database system under the rule of the XML2DB algorithm [7] . The XML2DB algorithm is shown in Figure3. 
B. The mapping algorithm from the relational data to the XML data
The relational data are restricted by the table schema. It is easy to map the relational data to the XML data. We create a DB2XML algorithm to realize the mapping from relational database to XML. The column is mapped into XML node. And the relation of table is mapped into relation of node, for example, the parent node and the son node. The DB2XML algorithm is shown in Figure4. 
C. Discussion
For the different format between the XML data and the relational data, there are some special conditions we should consider.
Firstly, the recursion structure is allowed in the XML data, but forbidden in the relational data. The XML2DB-recursion -mapping algorithm can map the recursive structure in the XML schema into the relational schema , and form a relational schema in normal formulas,by adding a new node in the recursive structure.The algorithm is shown in Figure5. Secondly, the XML data usually have redundant structure. Such structure can not be stored in the relational database. So before mapping the XML data to the relational database system, we should normalize the XML data at first. The redundant mapping algorithm can normalize the XML data and form the non-redundant schema of XML. So that the XML data can be mapping as normal structure [8] .The algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . Lastly, there are something more we can do to preserve the different structure between the XML data and the relational data. For example, we can add some columns in a table to record the attributes and notions of the XML data [9] .
IV. THE SYSTEM DESIGN
The platform-independent database exchange system is created through two virtual platforms by java: the virtual relational database platform base on XML, and the virtual XML platform base on the relational database. The platform processes the data by using the middle standard language, so both of the virtual systems are independent of any system. The different XML interface of the heterogeneous database Algorithm 2XML2DB-recursion-normalize If the element definition reference a farther element then the two elements make an indirect recursion else{If element reference itself then the element make a direct recursion else there is no recursion} If there is a recursion Then{ create relation between two elements ; delete the reference; Output the SQL to create table} Algorithm 2:XML2DB-redundant-normalize 1. If there is attribute redundant then normalize the attribute "maxOccurs" tag 2. If there is group redundant then normalize the group "maxOccurs" tag 3. If there is element redundant then normalize the element "maxOccurs" tag 4. If "maxOccurs" tag is "*" then create table relation system is no more a problem by using the java parser and the standard SQL language. The structure of the system is shown in Figure7.
A. The virtual relational database platform base on XML
The virtual relational database platform enables the XML document to be shown as relational data without relational database system, for example, the XML data can be shown as relational table, and can be added ，updated，deleted in the virtual table as we do in the real database system. At the same time, the XML data can be easily mapped into any relational database through the virtual relational database platform.
B. The virtual XML platform base on relational database system
The virtual XML platform enables the relational data to be shown as an XML document without XML database. The relational data can be added, updated, deleted in this virtual platform as process the data in a real XML database. And the data in the relational database can be easily mapped into XML document format through the virtual XML platform. 
A. The mapping subsystem from XML document to relational data
In the Virtual Relational Database Platform, the XML document can be shown as relational database without data mapping and be mapped into relational data by the standard SQL through the XML2DB model. The XML2DB model use java parser to read the XML document and create the corresponding table in relational database through ODBC and also create the XSL (Extensible Stylesheet Language) file. The XSL file can show the XML document as a relational table without any relational database management behind. The XML document can be modified as in a real relational database, and be output into any relational database in the Virtual XML Platform. The different XML interfaces in different database are no more problems by using the java parser and the standard SQL language.
The flow chart of the XML2DB model is shown in Figure8. Schema is not necessary for the XML document, the mapping from XML document to relational database is divided into two parts: the mapping without XDR model and the mapping with XDR model. For the commonality of the program, our experiment system realize the mapping in three steps: firstly, it creates the XDR model; secondary, applied the mapping algorithm from XML model to relational model, the mapping creates the table and the XSL file; finally, it outputs the XML document to the relational data. 
B. The mapping subsystem from relational data to XML document
In the process of mapping from XML data to relational data, the relational data is fetched by SQL and be mapped into XML document through ODBC, the data can be shown and processed as an XML database though there is not any XML database behind. Because all the process is using standard SQL language, so this platform is fit for any database management system.
The system can map the relational database to XML data in two ways: one way the system outputs tables individually, the other way the system output tables and their relations at the same time. The first way is simple, but will lose tables' relation. The second way considering the relations of the tables, can output all the tables and their relations. The working flow in the system is shown in Figure9. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In order to solve the problem of multiple XML interfaces in the heterogeneous relational database system. We create a platform independent system by using the java XML parser and standard SQL language to realize the data exchange between XML document and any relational database system.
Through the Virtual XML Platform and the Virtual Database Platform, the data can be shown without the corresponding database system's support. The XML document can be shown as relational data without the data mapping by the Virtual Relational Database Platform. The relational database can be shown as XML document without the data mapping by the Virtual XML Platform.
The XML document can be mapped into any relational data by the XML2DB model in the Virtual Relational Database Platform. Any Relational Database can be mapped into XML by the DB2XML model in the Virtual XML Platform. In fact, the system is efficient in changing data between XML document and relational database system in the heterogeneous database systems.
We discuss the mapping algorithm between the XML data and the relational data. The different structures cause the mapping is loss. The XML2DB-recursion -mapping algorithm and XML2DB-redundant-normalize algorithm solve the main format different problems between the two kinds of data. There are also some detail differences between them. We usually ignore them when we exchange data. On one side, the mapping from relational data to the XML data is lossless. On the other sides, actually most mappings from the pure XML data to the relational data are loss. If we want to keep the full information of the XML data, we need to add some table columns to record additional data of the XML file. 
